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Abstract

This paper presents work conducted to date on the development of a voice activated command and control framework specifically for the control of remote devices in a ubiquitous computing environment. The prototype device is a Java controlled Lego Mindstorm robot. The research considers three different scenario configurations. A recognition grammar for command and control of the robot has been created and implemented in Java, in part in the recognition engine and in part on the robot. The physical topology involves Java at each node endpoint, that is, at the handheld PC (iPaq), the PC workstation, the Linux server and onboard the robot (including its Java based Lejos OS). Network communications is primarily WLAN with an element of IR where the robot is concerned. The speech recognition software used includes Sphinx4, Microsoft SAPI and the Java Speech API. We compare these speech technologies and present their benefits in the context of this research. For each given scenario we present and discuss the implementation challenges encountered and their corresponding solutions, including future plans to create additional grammars to extend the framework’s range of devices.
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1. Introduction

Research conducted by Gartner Dataquest in 2001 [3], predicted that by 2005 there would be 780 million mobile phones and PDAs being shipped worldwide. Given these statistics, it is reasonable to assume that both mobile phones and Personal Digital Assistants play an important part in many people’s daily lives. The ever growing power of these mobile devices, coupled with the provision of wireless and Bluetooth networking capabilities, opens the door for a host of new applications to be developed and for old application paradigms to be applied on new frontiers. With the evolution of the Java platform and language, Java has become suitable for developing speech applications which can command and control mobile devices. The Java Speech API, specifically the Cloudgarden implementation, provides speech recognition and synthesis tools for Java applications. The Java Speech Markup Language (JSML), which is a subset of XML [17], and the Java Speech Grammar Format (JSGF) [16] offer simple but powerful development structures for speech synthesis development and recognition grammars respectively.

This research project is concerned with building a framework with applications for command and control of a remote device by voice activation with speech recognition from a local control station over a wireless network in three different scenario configurations. In each scenario Java plays a critical role. A key goal is to fit the framework within the pervasive computing paradigm, that is to leverage portable devices such as laptop computers, smart phones and personal digital assistants as control clients. Voice control of devices ranging through robotics, software systems, home appliances and in-vehicle systems (radio, mobile phones etc.) are possible applications resulting from this research.

The first of these scenarios or configurations is based on a PC workstation under the Windows operating system connected via a wireless network to a PC-based server. The server issues commands to a remote device. The second scenario involves developing a distributed speech recognition engine between an iPaq Pocket PC and a PC based server which will issue the commands to the remote device. The third scenario involves a mobile device, specifically an iPaq Pocket PC, that will connect over a wireless network to a PC-based server. The server will, again, issue commands to the remote device.

For the purposes of this research project the remote device is a Java controlled Lego Mindstorms robot that moves and can undertake certain actions under instructions relayed to it over a wireless interface. The robot could be replaced with practically any computing or electronic device which has a Java Virtual Machine installed. As part of this research it is our intention to develop a distributed speech recognition framework based on the Java programming language.

2. Technology review

2.1. Applications of speech technology

The applications for speech recognition can be grouped into three distinct categories; these are command and control, dictation and authentication.

Command and Control applications are concerned with providing the user of these systems the means to control items within their environment with voice commands
appropriate to the domain. The appliance of command and control technology may manifest itself in the control of user interface menus in personal computing desktop applications or the control of large scale mechanical or electronic and computing devices.

Dictation applications allow the user to speak to the system and have it generate a transcript of what has been said. This is particularly useful in legal or medical areas where information is recorded in real time and making written notes would be too slow. Specialized dictation grammars exist for application domains such as this. Furthermore dictation and command/control functionality can be combined in word processing applications such as Microsoft Word.

Speech technology can also be used for authentication purposes as part of a security system. The signal analysis algorithms employed as part of a speech recognition front end generate a feature vector which can be matched to a pre recorded sample of a users voice. Given that each person has a unique voice print this can be used for authentication purposes.

2.2. Types of speech recognition systems

Speech recognition systems can be classified according to whether they are speaker dependent or speaker independent [1,12]. Speaker dependent speech recognition engines require the user to train a profile of their voice for the engine to use when performing recognition. This process typically involves reading sample passages of text to the engine. Conversely, speaker independent systems do not require the user to train them before achieving high recognition accuracy. In this instance a pre-recorded corpus of words is compared to the input speech vectors to generate recognition result.

In general terms speaker dependent systems achieve greater recognition accuracy given that the engine will be customized for a specific user’s voice, however speaker independent systems can achieve comparable accuracy levels where the grammar is constrained to a specific application domain and, as such, are ideally suited for applications which may have a large number of different users and where training a speaker dependent engine is not feasible.

2.3. Process of speech recognition

The components of speech recognition systems include a speech corpus (database), a frontend processing system and a speech decoding unit. The frontend is responsible for analyzing the speech input and extracting feature vectors which will be used in the decoding process (Fig. 1). The speech corpus, in the case of speaker independent recognition engines will contain acoustic information for all the words and phonemes which the corpus contains. The speech decoding process compares input features generated by the frontend with those in the corpus, the result is a probability score, representing the engine’s confidence in the accuracy of any match found.

Modern speech recognition systems use stochastic techniques to model and decode speech signal data. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [7,5] have become the most successful statistical method for speech recognition. The HMM phase of speech recognition comes after an initial analysis and feature extraction process on the incoming speech signal. The
feature extraction process generates feature vectors which are used as the input to the HMM.

A Hidden Markov Model is specified by the states \( Q \), the set of transition probabilities \( \mathcal{A} \), defined start and end states and a set of observation likelihoods \( \mathcal{B} \). A Hidden Markov Model formally differs from a Markov model by adding two other requirements. Firstly it has a set of observation symbols which is not drawn from the same alphabet as the state \( Q \). Secondly the observation likelihood function \( \mathcal{B} \) is not limited to the values 1 and 0, in the HMM the probability can take any value between 0 and 1.

The parameters needed to define a HMM are as follows:

- A set of states
- Transition probabilities
- Observation likelihoods
- Initial distribution
- Accepting states.

In order to extract a suitable output for speech recognition we must parse the representation which the Markov model contains.
Fig. 2 shows the HMM graph for the words ‘one’ and ‘two’ according to the Sphinx4 speech decoder. HMMs are generated for each phoneme that constitutes a word. Each HMM has a transition from to various nodes in the graph and to itself. The Viterbi [8] algorithm is used to find the best path through the graph based on the highest score of each transition.

2.4. Selecting a speech engine

The Java Speech API [15] is used to provide a platform independent speech recognition and synthesis interface for Java applications. Sun Microsystems supply a reference standard for the Java Speech API, but an implementation is not provided. The Java Speech API implements no speech processing functionality of its own but allows Java applications to plug into functionality available on the host operating system.

Recent advances in signal processing algorithms coupled with the development of HMM based decoding techniques, have led to the development of many highly accurate speech recognition engines. The majority of these speech engines are commercial products which include text to speech capabilities in tandem with their recognition functionality. These products include Microsoft Speech API version 5 [11] (SAPI5), IBM Via Voice [6] and Dragon Naturally Speaking [13]. One defining characteristic of all these engines is that they are speaker dependent.

In the open source domain the Sphinx project is the only suitably developed candidate for our purposes. The Sphinx project is concerned with developing HMM based speaker independent recognition systems. The project has 3 engines available as source code downloads, namely Sphinx2, Sphinx3 and Sphinx4.

Sphinx2 is a real time speech decoder and its features include continuous speech decoding, a single best or several alternative recognitions, and support for bigram, trigram, or finite-state grammar language models. Sphinx3 is a state of the art speech decoder written in C. While it has a slower decoding speed than Sphinx 2, it provides more accurate recognition. Initially it was developed to perform batch speech decoding from audio files but is now capable of live decoding.
Sphinx4 is the latest speech decoder to be released by the project. Initially it started as a port of Sphinx3 to the Java programming language; however the engine evolved to become more flexible than Sphinx3. A defining characteristic of Sphinx4 is the configuration of the engine which is achieved through an XML configuration file. Each Java object in the Sphinx4 system can be instantiated through this file. This helps to keep the application code clear of the Sphinx4 code which makes for easier debugging. Sphinx4 also includes an implementation of the Java Speech API. Its object oriented structure and easy XML configuration make it an ideal choice for conducting research.

This research project defines a number of application scenarios. A different speech engine is implemented in each of the scenarios. Scenario 1 uses Microsoft SAPI5 with the Cloudgarden JSAPI [9] implementation; Scenario 2 uses the Sphinx4 speech recognition engine which includes its own JSAPI implementation while Scenario 3, which is still in development, will use a lightweight Java/C++ based speech decoder based on the Sphinx engine.

We tested the performance of the Java Speech API with Sphinx4 and SAPI5 in the context of developing this framework for command and control. The test provided an insight into the characteristics of speaker dependent and speaker independent recognition engines and presented an opportunity to compare the current state of the art of both approaches to speech recognition.

3. Performance analysis

3.1. Performance analysis of the Java speech API

Under Windows XP, the set-up time for a JSAPI recognizer under both speech engines is in a similar range, although SAPI5 is marginally faster. Most notable is the length of time Sphinx takes to process the first command; after this initial command has been processed the time drops back to just over 3 s for each subsequent command. The SAPI5 configuration is extremely quick for all commands; although SAPI could be prone to a high number of errors, this occurred under JDK1.4 where the average error rate was 1.5 (accuracy of 63%). The graph shown in Fig. 2 highlights the speed of the SAPI engine in processing the commands.

Fig. 3 also shows that Java 1.5 is faster than 1.4; this is most noticeable with the Sphinx4 test. While the set-up times are almost identical, the recognition time drops to around 2 s in comparison to 3 s with 1.4. The SAPI5 test also ran faster with JDK1.5, although the difference is marginal when compared to the performance gain Sphinx4 achieves.

Sphinx encountered a trough in recognition accuracy with the Pentium IV/1.4 configuration, with at least one error occurring in the majority of tests, thus yielding an average of 1.4 errors which translates to an accuracy of 65%. In addition, the recognizer set-up time was much longer than those on the Windows XP test machine. With JDK 1.5 Sphinx4 yielded a recognition accuracy of 93%, with only 0.2 errors.

One noticeable difference is the recognition times under JDK 1.5; we encountered numerous spikes where decoding of commands took between 8 and 30 s, this occurred on three occasions while issuing the ‘Backward’ command. As a result the average command time for JDK1.5 on the Windows 2000 machine is slower than JDK1.4. In Fig. 4 the graph
Fig. 3. SAPI vs Sphinx Windows XP.

show the sharp peaks and troughs in the Sphinx performance under JDK1.5. The SAPI5 results on this machine were in line with the previous test; recognition time averages below 500 ms and the set-up time averages around 1 s. As with the Sphinx tests on this machine, the SAPI performance under JDK1.5 was not faster than JDK1.4.2.

Fig. 4 presents a bar graph indicating the recognition accuracy of the test configuration. SAPI5 under Windows 2000 under JDK1.5 was the most accurate with a score of 98%, Sphinx4 on the same system and the same JDK received the second highest score with 95%. SAPI also holds the lowest score of 63% on Windows XP with JDK1.4. The average accuracy for both engines was 84%. Both engines had one trough of poor performance where the accuracy dropped considerably and as a result both engines received the same average accuracy percentage. If we ignore the trough values, then SAPI5 achieves the highest average score of 91% with Sphinx scoring 89%.

We tested the Sphinx4 engine under Mandrake Linux 10.1 running the release version of JDK 1.5. This allows us to compare the performance of the Java runtime environment on a second operating environment for the purposes of speech recognition.

Furthermore, Sphinx4 is one of the few large scale speech recognition engines available for the Linux operating system. In comparison to the Windows based tests the Linux test (Fig. 6) achieved the greatest accuracy with a score of 97%. Again the initial engine set-up time is longer than SAPI5/Windows, however it does perform better than Sphinx4 on Windows in both recognition processing time and accuracy.
The results of these tests show the relative strengths of both speech engines and performance-wise there is little to separate them. There are, however, significant functional differences between them. SAPI5, as a speaker dependent engine using a speech profile to decode speech input, has the ability to recognize any speech utterance from the user who trained the profile. Sphinx4 is limited to recognizing only those words which are contained within the language model. This limitation in Sphinx4 makes it less suitable for dictation applications, but its high accuracy and open source code make it excellent for conducting research and building command and control applications. SAPI5 is an excellent engine for both dictation and command and control, but it is less adaptable for research purposes as it a closed system.

4. Application topology

4.1. Scenario one

To date we have been developing the overall system architecture and evaluating speech technologies which will meet our requirements. Fig. 7 illustrates the architecture of scenario one. In scenario one we have developed a speech recognition application in Java using the Cloudgarden implementation of the Java Speech API. Cloudgarden provides JSAPI functionality in conjunction with a SAPI 4/5 compliant speech engine on the host
operating system. Supported SAPI speech engines include Microsoft SAPI, IBM Via Voice and Dragon Naturally Speaking.

The client application accepts speech input via microphone and performs speech recognition using the JSAPI. A successful output from the speech recognition process is one or more string tokens. The application delivers the recognized speech strings to a Java based server application over TCP/IP via a wireless network. The server application is running on a Linux operating system. The server processes the recognized speech strings in order to determine if they match terms in the robot control grammar. If a match is found, that particular command is issued to the robot over a wireless network.

The robot will eventually be fitted with a camera and we are investigating the possibility of using Java API’s including the Java Twain and the Java 3D API to capture and process images returned to the client application from the robot.
In the next section we describe scenario two which involves a distributed speech recognition engine between an iPaq Pocket PC and a PC based server which will issue the commands to the remote device.

4.2. Scenario two

Scenario two (Fig. 8) offers an alternative approach. The PC workstation is replaced by a PDA with wireless networking capabilities, in this case an HP iPaq 5550 running Pocket PC 2003. The application on the PDA is concerned with capturing a speech input signal and sending it through the wireless interface to the server. The server hosts a processing engine for the robot grammar, as in scenario one. However it also has an additional layer of functionality, namely, the speech recognition engine. The PDA provides mobility but has limited processing power.

The configuration of the iPaq Pocket PC is shown in Table 1.

In order to minimise the load on the PDA the speech recognition engine is distributed between the server and PDA. The PDA has the Jeode runtime environment installed on it. Jeode is a Personal Java compatible runtime environment. Personal Java [14] is fully compatible with JDK 1.1, however JDK 1.1 does not have sufficient libraries to perform signal capture or speech recognition. To circumvent this obstacle, the Java Native Interface will be used to plug into the sound capture functionality of the PDA hardware from which a digitized speech signal is returned. This digitized speech is sent to the server application where the remainder of the speech recognition process takes place. Processing of the speech signal is the most processor intensive activity in the recognition process. This function is therefore assigned to the server in this scenario and thus memory and processing power on the mobile device become of less importance. This approach presents greater complexity in acquiring the signal, sending it over the network and reading it back into the speech processing engine.

4.3. Scenario three

In scenario three (Fig. 9), we port the speech recognition engine from the PC workstation in scenario one to the PDA. Given the resources of the PDA, a simple copy of the speech engine from scenario one is not feasible.

The Cloudgarden JSAPI implementation requires a SAPI compliant engine and Java Development Kit 1.3 or better and as these are not available on the PDA an alternative is needed. The open source Sphinx 2 can be used to provide speech recognition functionality.
on the device. Sphinx2 is written in C, therefore the Java client application will use the Java Native Interface to plug into the methods which are provided by Sphinx. The recognized speech will be sent over a WLAN link (TCP/IP) to the server application.

As with scenario one the server processes the recognized speech strings in order to determine if they match terms in the robot control grammar. If a match is found, the command is issued to the robot over a wireless network.

4.4. Lego Mindstorm and Lejos

The prototype Lego Mindstorm robot is shown in Photo 1. The Lego RCX Microcontroller (yellow box (white box in print version) in Photo 1) is the main computing device. It contains 32 kB of RAM and inputs for sensors and motors. Communication with the robot is achieved through the infrared (IR) tower which is attached to a personal computer running Windows.
### Scenario 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>Speech Recognition Engine, iPAQ Pocket PC, Jeode (Java), JNI, Sphinx 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLAN</td>
<td>Tokens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server</td>
<td>Recognised Speech Tokens, Speech &amp; Command Processing, Linux Server, Robot Grammar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLAN</td>
<td>Tokens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>Command &amp; Control tokens, Robot OS: LEJOS (Java), Java TWAIN, Java 3D API</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 9. Scenario three.**

**Photo 1. Lego Mindstorm Robot.**
We have replaced the pre-installed Lego operating system with Lejos [10]. Lejos is an operating environment for the Lego RCX which allows application programs to be written in Java. This allows for greater granular control of the robot than is available through use of the Lego operating system. With Lejos installed on the RCX, 14 kB of RAM remains for both storing and running programs.

5. Design

5.1. Distributed speech recognition under scenario 2

Scenario two requires a distributed speech recognition application topology. The architecture of this design is shown in Fig. 10.

The process begins with the client application installed on the iPaq. Presently the client is written in C# but will be converted to Java in due course. The application records and streams speech audio data from the client over the iPaq’s wireless network interface to the server application. The server application consists of two Java classes namely DASRManagerServer and SphinxASREngineServer. DASRManagerServer is responsible for receiving client connections and subsequently audio data sent from the client. The class buffers the audio data before sending it to SphinxASREngineServer for speech recognition processing. The recognition result is sent back to the Manager class and the notification
The commands appropriate to the target device are defined in a JSGF grammar file; this is used by the speech recognition engine to define what words the application can recognize. These commands are also built as methods into a Java interface. The interface is used by classes which wish to implement the real world functionality of a particular device.

The prototype device for this is a Lego Mindstorm robot and we have devised a grammar which maps its functionality to software. The robot’s range of movements include forward, backward, left turn and right turn. We can enhance this further by specifying a distance or a number of degrees for the robot to move or turn. The grammar is robust enough to cater for this. **Code fragment 1** shows the JSGF grammar and the Java interface which defines the methods in code.

The implementation of the methods will vary depending on the application of the robot device, but the range of motions will be the same for any application involving this robot.

### 6. Implementation challenges

#### 6.1. Ipaq audio capture

A suitable Java runtime environment must be installed on the ipaq in order to run Java applications. The environment used in this research is Jeode, which provides JDK 1.1.8 compatibility and support for Java applets. The sand box security model implemented in Java prevents code from access to underlying system hardware. This has many security...
advantages but creates problems for application developers wishing to use low level device functionality, in our case access to the sound card. More recent versions of Java (1.3 and better) include the Java Sound API [4] which provides access to this functionality on more powerful desktop computers.

In order to gain access and record audio from the sound card the Java Media Framework (JMF) [4] was downloaded and a customized Java only version was built specifically for the device. The ability to customize the JMF is a relatively unknown and, at this time, poorly documented feature of the software. Following numerous unsuccessful attempts to record audio through the JMF, it was ascertained that the sound functionality was not available to the JMF on the iPaq.

A pure Java solution to this problem does not currently exist. Under Scenario 2 the client is developed using C# and the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework [18] which includes low level access to the iPaq audio capabilities. The C# code is similar to Java and the runtime characteristics are identical i.e. the code is interpreted, not compiled, as is the case with Java.

Scenario 3, which is currently being developed, will use C++ code to capture the audio and populate a Java object with the data, and this will be returned to a Java program using the Java Native Interface.

6.2. Robot movement

The robot’s movement is controlled by timers which activate the motors for a specified time before stopping. In order to move the robot accurately, the timings of the motor movements must be synchronized properly. The robot moves on two caterpillar tracks each controlled by a separate motor, therefore in order to move forward both motors must be engaged in the forward direction, the same is true for reversing. Turning is more complicated; in order to turn left, the left motor must be stopped while the right motor continues to move forward and vice versa when dealing with right turns. To allow for a greater degree of control, a distance to turn can also be specified, to execute such a command the time to pause the motor must be calculated. The equation to calculate this is show Equation 1.

\[
\text{Formula} \\
\text{(Degrees}_\text{To}_\text{Turn} / 360) \times \text{Robot} \ 360 \ \text{Time}
\]

\[
\text{Code Implementation}
\]

```java
public double turnRight(int degrees) {
    return (degrees / 360) * FULL_CIRCLE_TIME;
}
```

Equation 1. Robot turn movement formula.

The time it takes the robot to complete a 360 degree turn was measured and found to be 10000 ms (10 s), this is set as a constant value in the code.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary value</th>
<th>Byte value</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000110</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Begin turn right procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000111</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Begin turn left procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001000</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Begin forward procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001001</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Begin reverse procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3. Robot communication protocol

The Java control program installed on the Lego Mindstorm robot acts as server which listens for incoming data packets from its control PC. The control program simply uses the built-in data port functionality to do this. In order to send commands successfully to the robot a protocol for communication needed to be designed and implemented.

Specific byte values within the RCX computer are allocated to perform certain tasks (Table 2) related to motor and sensor control, therefore these values needed to be avoided to ensure interoperability between the RCX and the Java control program. The byte range of values from 70 to 79 were found to be free for external use.

In the case of each function an additional value can follow the function value. This value indicates a distance or degree parameter for the function. If this value is not present the execution continues with the default values. This allows the protocol to comply with the application grammar.

7. Conclusions and future work

The physical architecture and network topology has been built for scenario one. We have implemented scenario one using both Cloudgarden/SAPI5 and Sphinx4/JSAPI. In addition, we have successfully installed the Lejos Java based operating system on the Lego Mindstorm robot and written Java code to control a simple robot. Finally a control grammar for the robot was designed and mapped to the corresponding methods in the Lejos code. The successful implementation of scenario one indicates that a framework for the command and control of remote devices is both feasible and practical when considerable computing power is available.

The distributed speech recognition and command and control model described in scenario two is almost complete. Upon completion, it will be clear how the framework fits within the ubiquitous computing paradigm. The initial tests undertaken during development indicate that the distributed model of speech recognition will be successful in the context of this application. Scenario two will also be developed further to incorporate a Java client to augment the current C# client implementation.

The framework can be easily extended and adapted to suit a variety of devices or applications. We propose to conduct further development of the framework utilizing additional software and hardware end devices. Devices presently under consideration include a web camera and programmable TINI board [2] (Fig. 11). Voice activated remote control of these devices is in line with the functional abstraction available within the
framework to enable plug n’ play control of network devices containing a Java virtual machine. All each device will need is the availability of a suitable command and control grammar of commands and parameters. Incorporating additional devices will demonstrate the flexibility of the command and control framework and extensibility of the grammar mechanism.

For future research we intend to move, in scenario three, the speech recognition even closer to the ubiquitous computing paradigm. Scenario three will involve attempting to place a minimal functionality speech recognition engine onto the iPaq. We are not certain we can do this. However, a usable and easily programmable speech recognition engine which can run efficiently on a mobile device with limited resources will enable many interesting possibilities for the development of mobile command and control applications. An important constraint is the limited resources including memory and processing power available on the iPaq and whether this will be sufficient to do speech recognition with a reasonable response time. Should we be able to achieve this successfully then this level of distribution of the speech recognition will further enhance our speech recognition framework.
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